In the Matter of)

Petition for Declaratory Ruling to Clarify That Technology Transitions Do Not Alter the Obligation of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers to Provide DS1 and DS3 Unbundled Loops Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(3)

Technology Transitions

COMMMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES TELECOM ASSOCIATION

The United States Telecom Association (USTelecom)\(^1\) submits these comments in response to the Wireline Competition Bureau’s Public Notice\(^2\) (Notice) seeking comment on Windstream Corporation’s Petition for Declaratory Ruling submitted in the above-referenced proceedings.\(^3\) The Petition raises important and complex issues about how the ongoing transition from legacy communications networks that still may largely rely on copper using TDM-based technology to state-of-the-art, “all-Internet Protocol (IP) multimedia networks using copper, co-axial cable, wireless, and fiber as physical infrastructure” will be accomplished.\(^4\)

\(^1\) USTelecom is the premier trade association representing service providers and suppliers for the telecommunications industry. USTelecom members provide a full array of services, including broadband, voice, data and video over wireline and wireless networks.


The Federal Communications Commission (Commission) recognizes that the technological revolution involving these transitions is already bringing innovation and better services to the marketplace, and thus the public interest is well served by the industry’s efforts to accelerate investment in upgraded and new networks. Moreover, the Commission’s recent announcement regarding the state of broadband deployment in the United States and adoption of a more aggressive definition of broadband confirms its expectation that providers continue to invest in broadband deployment. We therefore encourage the Commission to stay focused on ensuring that it imposes only those regulations necessary to create the right incentives, in a minimally regulatory environment, that will allow providers to help achieve the nation’s reasonable broadband deployment goals.

More than a decade ago, the Commission recognized the need to lay groundwork for this inevitable technology revolution. In the Triennial Review Proceeding, the Commission discussed the need to encourage and provide incentives for companies to invest in new equipment and facilities to meet the growing consumer demand for high-speed services, which in turn would accelerate broadband deployment. It also identified broadband deployment as “a critical domestic policy objective” with importance beyond the communications context, and

---

5 Id.


described its own challenge as figuring out how to “help drive the enormous infrastructure investment required to turn the broadband promise into a reality.”

Thus, in developing and implementing its policies and regulations governing incumbent LEC (ILEC) unbundling obligations, the Commission rightly focused on making sure that its implementation of the unbundling provisions did not “undermine the incentives of both incumbent LECs and new entrants to invest in new facilities and deploy new technology.”

It drew those lines by adopting an unbundling approach that allows for “greater unbundling for legacy copper facilities and more limited unbundling for next-generation network facilities [to] appropriately balance [the] goals of promoting facilities-based investment and innovation against [the] goal of stimulating competition.”

Moreover, the Commission specifically designed its unbundling rules “to remove unbundling obligations over time as carriers deploy their own networks and downstream local exchange markets exhibit the same robust competition that characterizes the long distance and wireless markets.”

Thus, the natural progression (and presumably the end game) is that, at some point in the future, unbundling obligations would go away – in essence, the Commission set the stage for providers to be able to invest their way out of unbundling obligations. This is particularly true in the case of “next-generation network facilities and equipment,” described as “fiber optic cables and equipment used to provide packet-based services.”

The Commission made its policy goals with regard to fiber and broadband deployment clear:
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In particular, we seek to encourage investment in next-generation network architecture suitable for delivering advanced telecommunications capability throughout the nation. We also look to promote the potential of broadband in a minimally regulated environment in accordance with the deregulatory intent of the 1996 Act. Finally, we seek to unleash the innovation that has been characteristic of the computer and software industries.\(^{13}\)

We implore the Commission not to lose sight of these goals, which remain relevant and key to ensuring that the technology transitions stay on course.

A broad declaration that would purport to establish unbundling requirements on next-generation facilities after certain technology transitions have occurred would have wide-ranging effects on that transition and the ILEC investment necessary to accomplish it. It certainly should not occur without benefit of a thorough rulemaking proceeding. Consider, for example, the unbundling requirements for hybrid loops. To avoid “blunt[ing] the deployment of advanced telecommunications infrastructure by incumbent LECs and the incentive for competitive LECs to invest in their own facilities,” the Commission declined to order unbundling of the packetized capabilities of hybrid loops.\(^{14}\) In doing so, it expressly limited unbundling obligations to the TDM-based portion of hybrid loops.\(^{15}\) That is, the Commission drew a line “based on technological boundaries rather than transmission speeds, bandwidth, or some other factor,” explaining that the characteristics of packet-switched equipment versus TDM-based equipment are well-known by the industry.\(^{16}\) The Commission further noted that preserving unbundled access to the TDM features, functions, and capabilities of ILEC hybrid loops would
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\(^{13}\) Id. at ¶ 241.

\(^{14}\) Id. at ¶ 288 (including any transmission path over fiber used to transmit packetized information, and any electronics or other equipment used to transmit packetized information over hybrid loops).

\(^{15}\) Id. at ¶ 289 (explaining that only those features, functions and capabilities of hybrid loops that are not used to transmit packetized information are subject to unbundling).

\(^{16}\) Id. at ¶ 293.
allow competitive LECS “to continue providing both traditional narrowband services (e.g., voice, fax, dial-up Internet access) and high-capacity services like DS1 and DS3 circuits.” 17

Fast forward to today. Providers are retiring their copper plant, in many cases along with the TDM-based capabilities, and replacing them with fiber plant and IP-based technology. This is precisely what the Commission sought to achieve. 18 And the existing rules already prescribe the ILECs’ unbundling obligations – or lack thereof – in that circumstance.

We do not here opine on whether the Commission’s impairment analyses and unbundling decisions with regard to “DS1 and DS3 capacity loops” 19 are ripe for revisiting at this time. We note, however, that the Commission’s rules addressing ILEC unbundling obligations for these so-called “high capacity” loops presume that at least some copper and TDM-based networks are still being used to provide last mile access for competing providers. 20 To the extent the Commission chooses not to undertake a reexamination of its unbundling decisions in the near future, it must refrain from adopting any new unbundling requirements in the context of a declaratory ruling.

I. THE COMMISSION MUST NOT UNREASONABLY RESTRICT PROVIDERS’ ABILITY TO RETIRE LEGACY SERVICES AND FACILITIES.

Recent actions taken by the Commission have threatened to make it more difficult for providers seeking to retire legacy services and facilities than in the past. For example, the Commission, without seeking comment, has determined that it will look beyond what service a

17 TRO, 18 FCC Rcd. at 17,103 n.627.
18 See, e.g., TRO, 18 FCC Rcd. at 17,153 n.847 (stating that ILECs may remove copper loops from their plant so long as they comply with network notification and other requirements and citing to the Part 51 rules); Id. at 17,154 n.850 (ILECs need not maintain or retain copper loops if they replace them with fiber).
19 Windstream Petition at 1.
20 See 47 C.F.R. § 51.319(a)(4)-(5).
provider offers to define “service” under section 214,\textsuperscript{21} instead relying on “the perspective of the relevant community or part of a community” to decide whether the provider’s service offering is being discontinued.\textsuperscript{22} The implications of this new standard are potentially game-changing. In particular, for providers seeking to retire copper facilities (who may do so under the Commission’s current rules only with proper notice),\textsuperscript{23} this added uncertainty about what network changes may be accomplished without seeking section 214 authority will deter them from making network upgrades designed to benefit consumers.

Moreover, since TDM is traditionally used in conjunction with copper networks, as more copper is retired, some providers may decide that their TDM offerings have outlived their practical usefulness and they likewise will be retired. Although some providers may retain some TDM capabilities for use with hybrid or fiber facilities, we are confident that achieving the desired advances in broadband deployment and capabilities will rely on IP technology, not TDM.

The Commission must consider the implications of these anticipated (and ongoing) network upgrades to ILEC unbundling obligations. We encourage the Commission to refrain from unreasonably restricting providers’ ability to retire legacy services and facilities in order to facilitate the transition to modern IP networks, and otherwise to provide clarity and regulatory predictability to ensure consistent treatment of all providers.

II. THE COMMISSION NEED NOT DELAY OR PROLONG TECHNOLOGY TRANSITIONS TO PRESERVE ACCESS TO LAST MILE FACILITIES.

As noted earlier, technology transitions are well underway. The number and scope of fiber deployments continue to grow thanks to investment by ILECs in particular, but also other competitive providers. Where providers are merely replacing legacy copper facilities with fiber

\textsuperscript{21} 47 C.F.R. § 214(a).
\textsuperscript{22} See Declaratory Ruling, supra note 4, at ¶ 117.
\textsuperscript{23} See generally 47 C.F.R. § 51.333.
but will provide the same service to its customers over fiber,\textsuperscript{24} there is no need to encumber that process with additional notice requirements. Even where facilities are being replaced and customers may experience some changes in the features and functionality they get with their legacy services, the Commission should not unreasonably delay such transitions under the guise of consumer protection. New service offerings made possible because of fiber and IP technologies will offer many more enhanced features and functionality than legacy services are capable of providing. The Commission should therefore increase its education efforts so consumers are not blindsided, rather than raise additional barriers to progress.
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